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Dineo Kgati()
 
I am a seasonal writer. I do not only enjoy writing and reciting poetry.I also
enjoy writing short stories.
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A Pretty Smile
 
A pretty smile relays beautiful thousand words
A pretty smile creates rapport
A pretty smile evokes good fortune
A pretty smile complements a breath of fresh air
A pretty smile accentuates natural beauty
A pretty smile is an everlasting trademark
 
Dineo Kgati
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Botswana Is The Most Beautiful Country
 
It has the most scrumptious, Tswana cuisine
It has an exquisite delta at the Okavango Region
It has the most unique scent of wild flowers across the Southern African
savannah
It has abundant wild animals at Chobe Region
 
Dineo Kgati
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Daffodils
 
Daffodil what a pretty sight you are!
Your skin tone serenades your beauty
Your eyes are bold and charming like rose petals
Your mouth resembles the shape of small peppermint leaves
Your breath is refreshing like cold lemon water
Your teeth sparkle like white pearls
Your smile eludes success
Oh, Daffodil, You are amazingly beautiful!
 
The aroma of your armpits is gentle like the scent of sweet grapes on a valley
Your skin is smooth like coconut oil
Your voice is eloquent like silk
Your nails are neat and well kept
Your hair is soft, dark and shiny
Your stance earns you respect
Oh, Daffodil, You are amazingly beautiful!
 
Dineo Kgati
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I Am Proud
 
A star has been born and bred in my family
A star that sparkles with God's grace
A star with a smiles that eludes success
 
A star is born and bred in my family
A star that serenades our pride with everlasting joy
A star with a superlative intelligence
 
A star has been born and bred in my family
A star that dominates the universe
A star with unique special characteristics
 
A star has been born and bred in my family
A star that is driven by undisputed passion
A star with a rich mind
I am proud, I am proud, I am proud
 
Dineo Kgati
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Rainfall
 
When rain falls, it pours
It pours with heavy snow balls 	
When rain falls, it floods
It floods with heavy storms
When rain falls, it drizzles
It drizzles with gentle, soothing drops
When rain falls, it cleans
It cleans the ground in a natural way
When rain falls, it cools
It cools the atmosphere with cold showers
 
Dineo Kgati
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Sweet Melodies
 
A Sweet Melody is the sound of repute
A Sweet Melody is the sound of love
A Sweet Melody is the perfect Alibi
A Sweet Melody is the sound of good tidings
A Sweet Melody is the sound of success
 
Dineo Kgati
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The Desert Wind
 
It is ambiguous how the wind blows from one part of the desert to the next. It is
amazing how the wind decides to travel in slow motion, bit-by-bit, then suddenly
it increases speed, running swiftly across the desert with dusty feet.
It is sad to witness the desert wind playing'hide and seek' with the scotching
sunrays during a hot summer afternoon.
 
It is emotionally soothing to feel the evening breeze hugging you closely like a
baby being cuddled.
 
Dineo Kgati
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The Sentimental Moment
 
Intuitively as the sun rises above the horizon; so is the feeling of anticipation
The feeling of love and joy
The feeling of hope
The feeling of unleashing creativity beyond ordinary expectation
It simply arouses adrenaline
 
Dineo Kgati
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The Voice Of A Poet Is Universal
 
The voice of a poet is powerful
The voice of a poet is beautiful
The voice of a poet is crafty
The voice of a poet is dynamic
The voice of a poet speaks with an intriguing language
The voice of a poet is intuitively projected; not once but twice, not only twice but
thrice with low, medium and high tones
 
Dineo Kgati
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We Are Unique Yet Similar
 
It's the passion in your eyes that tells the story of your life
It's the imprint of your footsteps that relays your character
It's the way you smile that brings joy
You are who you are and I am who I am but still we are human. We are different
yet similar in our own special ways
It's your mind that crafts perfection
It's the level of creativity that you employ that makes you appreciated
It's the simple, natural things that makes life worthy
It's the priceless, innate attributes that makes you a hero or a heroin
You are who you are and I am who I am but still we are human. We are different
yet similar in our own special ways
Ladies and Gentlemen we are unique yet similar in our special ways
 
Dineo Kgati
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Wellness Is My Number One Priority
 
I appreciate the gift of life as it were yesterday
I appreciate the gift of life as it is today
I appreciate the gift of life and as it will be tomorrow
I shine with glory for I have seen the light of the day
The recipe for such a delightful escapade is as easy as taking a stroll in the park
Exercise your mind and body and the rest will fall into place
 
Dineo Kgati
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